
It was the year 2050
It was the year 2050. The Earth's magnetic field had flipped- reversing all compass 
directions, and
Iceland had grown by five hundred square miles as the North American and Eurasian 
plate had
drifted apart, resulting in constant fissure eruptions melting all glaciers and ice caps 
situated on
Iceland. Saudi Arabia had become the centre of world trade with the only known oil 
source left. Cars now had to be wound up to run, planes didn't exist but instead huge 
blimps were used, powered by burning wood. The human race had become equal to all 
other animal species as they had been set back to live in their primitive ways- without 
the caves and loincloths. Amazonia had been completely deforested and the indigenous 
tribes had all come to live in the UK, many of whom came to live in Cambridge. Queen 
Elizabeth was still alive on a life support machine but hadn't resigned as queen and 
Prince Charles had died long ago, narrowly missing his turn with the crown. Osama Bin 
Laden
was a figure of an old era and had resided to living among the mountains with the little 
life he had left in him. But the world was sensing a new beginning the start of a new 
age. It would take one
discovery by one man.

John Hammond was 30. He worked in a space laboratory on Long Road in Cambridge 
studying the
planets as he had failed all his GCSEs except physics and biology and decided it would 
be ideal to
have a career involving them. However he possessed one other extreme talent. One of 
extreme
rarity. One which couldn't be matched by even the best of the best. One which people 
would thrive
on in times of need. John Hammond was a world class tidily winks player.. better than 
that! An
Intergalactic tidily winks player! He was a God at it. From 50 metres he'd hole it like 
Sevy Ballesteros on a green from 5 feet. Anyway, John hated his job and in the current 
crisis of 2050 there was nothing interesting to do, life became a burden. John had no 
known family and lived in a small house which used to be a shop called the pink 
elephant. He  came home every day at 6 passing the newspaper, store at exactly the 
same time, buying exactly the same paper. When John arrived home he would attempt 
the Times cryptic crossword but with a personal best of 3 words, he epically failed quite 
often. After his failure he would took his favourite meal every day: A nice fire-roasted 
tub of pot noodle before sitting down to absentmindedly listen to the radio with the 
ancient Chris Evans. Unfortunately the radio was his only luxury- television was only 
possessed by the richest as any form of power had become extremely expensive: John 
would sit there dreaming of old times such as the thirties (2030) when the world had 
been at its pinnacle of technology, welfare and pretty much everything. Until in 2049- 
everything had been destroyed, eroded by all individuals' ignorance. The world slowly 
decaying and even though we inhabited it, its welfare was left aside, like the unwanted 
piece of broccoli which is always left on the plate or given to the dog as leftovers. The 
human race had caused the opposite of a revolution, then times it by 5 and that's how far 
everything had undeveloped ids and Malaria which was recently cured had come back 
to haunt the streets of squalor, the enhanced green house effect was just about to pierce 
the last layer of  ozone. Panicked everything went in reverse and civilisation went back 



to living how it did  on 200 0 with less, to try and salvage as many years on Earth as 
possible before it was destroyed. John pondered about many questions each night, 
tucked up in his sleeping bag on the sofa, which his only friend Ed had stolen from WG 
Smithy's, but every night he couldn't answer any.

The next day John made his way through the busy streets of Cambridge with the roads 
now filled with even more cyclists. In fact there were only cyclists and he was one of 
them. He slowly peddled along with the flow of traffic behind an abnormally large man. 
He was at least 6 foot 8 and his body seemed to be in complete disproportion- his legs 
were short and resembled those of an ants for they  were virtually invisible compared to 
his upper body, but on a different scale. And as the man turned  a corner lohn caught a 
glimpse of his stomach which bulged out the bottom of shirt enveloping his  belt in an 
immense curtain of lard. Apart from that unusual I site John's journey was ordinary. He 
arrived at the laboratory on time and after putting on his skin tight yellow spandex, 
which he had to  wear under his lab coat, sat down by his computer analysing certain 
complex things which most of  the time he didn't understand.
 John's day went slowly as he examined particles and atoms with the newly created 
microscope 2.0  5000x. Some of the particles were collected from a rock found on 
Jupiter which a space probe  accidentally picked it u\
p on its voyage which he found moderately interesting but the only thing he  really 
enjoyed was his free dominoes pepperoni pizza covered in spicy chilli sauce, by one get 
one  free. But effectively he got them both free because he found some coupons in a bin, 
so he ate one  for lunch and kept the other in its box for tea- a nice change from fire-
roasted pot noodle. The  working day finally came to an end for John and as usual he 
picked up the t times newspaper on his  way back home to arrive and sit down to do his 
crossword eating his cold pizza and listening to Chris  Evans on the radio. He quickly 
scanned the crossword clues searching for an easy, inspirational clue  which he was sure 
would lead him many other words but today it worked! He got one which lead to  two 
which lead to three, he was now equal with his all time best, and the third lead to... 
nothing. He  couldn't believe it. He had come so close. He fell down to his knees like he 
had been shot in the  chest and floods of grieving tears poured out of his mouth like a 
dam supporting the entire ocean  had finally given way. But wait! John's breakdown had 
lead to an almighty epiphany! Tears was the  fourth answer... he had done it! He 
instantly broke out into a victory dance ripping off his shirt and  doing, same sort of 
tribal ceremonial dance to the currently playing song on the radio, barn to be  wild: 
After his wave of elation he carefully wrote in the answer and knowing he couldn't, 
answer any  more cut it out and put it in a picture frame to remind him of his 
awesomeness and hope. After 'this_ again ponder the usual questions but tonight he 
spent most of the time thinking about how to stop eroding the ozone 16y0. He knew it 
was because  we had and were releasing too much carbon into the atmosphere but didn't 
know how to reverse it.  No one did. John soon gave up on answering that question and 
considered his studying of one of  Jupiter's rocks earlier in the day. John remembered 
that there was no form of carbon present in that  rock apart from one molecule which he 
thought was fusing with another particle. John thought that  maybe this was a big 
discovery! He thought that the rock may extract carbon from the atmosphere  to 
chemically fuse and create another substance reducing the amount of carbon in the 
atmosphere.  But the revelation, or not, would have to wait till morning.
 John woke up ten minutes early due to the excitement of his new hypothesis and he 
quickly took an oatmeal bar instead of having his usual breakfast and slid down the 
stairs on the railings. He felt  alive. His life was finally moving at an exhilarating pace 
and as he peddled furiously through the  streets of Cambridge he weaved in and out 
trying to make it to the (ab as soon as possible. He  arrived at long road and took the 



outside lane- the fast lane. He changed into sixth gear and felt his  e heart rise, the blood 
pumped around his body, his arteries dilating ensuring that there was much   'oxygen 
delivered to the, well, small quadriceps and hamstrings. John peddled like Chris Hoy on 
the  final fifty metres of the Olympic sprint race to take gold. John overtook at least fifty 
people before  meeting the three people leading the cyclists, like shepherds guiding their 
flocks. He levelled up with  them. `He took one! He took two! He's taken three and he's 
cycling no hands!' John commentated to himself. Now he could get to the lab quickly 
since there were not many people on the roads in front of the pack of cyclists he had just 
overtaken. John sped round the corner setting off a speed camera and crashed head on 
into a car reversing out of its driveway, flipping John over his handlebars doing a Bruce 
Lee quadruple front flip and landing majestically in a Tesco's shopping basket which 
flew down the road with an unconscious passenger, John.

John finally woke up in Adenbrookes hospital with his mind only focusing on his one 
goal. He had to get the lab. So like every superhero he wrenched off the tubes, pads and 
needles which were attached to his broken body and slowly pulled out the long tube 
going down his nose which seemed to be about 4 feet long, and as he pulled it it gave 
him a tingly sensation all down his body. When it finally came out he inflated his chest 
and strolled out of the hospital like a 'hard man'- in women's dressing gown. And, like 
all the superhero's, blanked everyone who tried to stop him, pushing them aside like he 
was the king and they were insignificant beings. John was outside and could see the lab
at the end of the road.

When John arrived, just a few minutes later, he disobeyed the first and most important 
rule of being in the lab. He didn't put his yellow spandex on. But this didn't concern him 
at all. Adrenaline was pumping around John's veins as he diligently examined the rock 
once again eager to prove his theory, waiting for the final piece of evidence. John was 
right- all the carbon which was there before was no longer present. The rock had grown 
in molecules but they had shrunk, resulting in no physical size change, but they also 
seemed to have a limit on the carbon intake. It was perfect! John instantly wrote to the 
Prime Minister- Tony Brown-Cameron-Blair whose job was really nonexistent for there 
weren't really any politics at all. This was the first letter Tony had received and was
delighted, so he had to respond and see this man's discovery. 

John's discovery was incredible it would save the world, and was soon put into action. 
Huge rocks were collected from Jupiter, with the space shuttle 2000xf, which was 
powered on the remaining bit of fuel the world had. It could travel at immense speeds 
and soon returned each day carrying huge rocks in the claw-like arms which had been 
installed to pick up and carry large items. The rocks were placed in the centre of all 
capital cities and spread around the world to start absorbing the carbon, each inscribed 
with the name John Hammond. John's fame was the highlight of his life! People
would greet him in the street, let him pass them on the bikes so he no longer needed to 
sprint round the outside every morning. He was interviewed hundreds of times and was 
given in life size wind-up Rolls Royce by the Queen who was still on her life support 
machine, somehow. But his fame was short lived- soon his Roller stopped working and 
his name faded on the rocks. People soon realized that he hadn't saved the world, well 
he had, but he hadn't saved the people because there were still hundreds of problems 
which had got worse or had come back. John was no longer recognised in the
streets of Cambridge or anywhere and soon he returned back to his normal life- 
attempting countless amounts of crosswords and failing, cycling slowly behind the big 
crowd of people and for some reason always ended up behind the fat man, and he wasn't 
going to lie. He made him laugh. John soon retired from work to live out the rest of his 



days in his small house near the centre of Cambridge and seemed to fade away from life 
until finally he died along with millions of other people as there was a huge outbreak of 
malaria which killed 4 billion people. The world had become a small place and not very 
pleasant or exciting, but it had nearly been saved by an ordinary man living in 
Cambridge.


